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ADJUDGING EDUCATION POLICY: HOW THE COURTS SHAPED
OHIO'S CHARTER SCHOOL MOVEMENT
Introduction
EDUCATION policy has been a long-running source of debate in our country, in the national and state legislatures,
at the grassroots, and seemingly everywhere in between. Over the last two decades, that debate has included the
incorporation of parental school choice in public education, best reflected by public charter school programs. The first
charter schools were opened in Minnesota in 1992. Today, 42 states and the District of Columbia authorize the use of
public charter schools as a means for enhancing their individual public education systems. 2
Ohio joined the charter school trend in 1997, at the time becoming the 28th state to do so. 3 Signed into law by
then-Governor George Voinovich, Ohio's charter school program was “part of a broader undertaking by the State to
enhance the educational options” of Ohio's schoolchildren living in challenged school districts, where students have
historically underachieved. 4 “In enacting R.C. Chapter 3314, the General Assembly declared that its purposes included
‘providing parents a choice of academic environments for their children and providing the education community with the
opportunity to establish limited experimental educational programs in a deregulated setting.”’ 5 The program affords
innovative Ohioans the opportunity to offer public education to parents and students seeking an alternative to a
traditional public education, allowing these students the chance to find the educational environment that best suits their
individual needs.
*602 As explained in Ohio Revised Code Chapter 3314, Ohio's charter schools are “public school[s] . . . part of the
state's program of education.” 6 The schools are publicly funded, nonsectarian, and open to all students. In addition
to adhering to state and federal standards, including statewide achievement assessments, 7 Ohio's charter schools must
also adhere to their contract with their authorizer, or “sponsor,” 8 which requires the schools to comply with a host of
other standards. And on top of that, the schools are subject to the demands of parents, as without interested parents,
no charter school can remain open. For the 2013-14 school year, over 120,000 children in Ohio received their public
education at a charter school, 9 referred to as “community schools” in the Ohio Revised Code. 0
To be sure, Ohio's charter school program has stirred debate, both at the time of its enactment and still today. The
most aggressive opponents of the charter law included Ohio's teachers unions as well as others affiliated with the public
education establishment. Union leaders have been blunt in their assessment of charter schools. Indeed, not long after the
charter school program was implemented, Tom Mooney, then-president of the Ohio Federation of Teachers, described
the schools this way: “Students are being exploited and parents are being deceived.”

School districts as well, to varying
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degrees, were less than helpful in advancing the charter school program. The Akron City School District, for example,
unlawfully refused to bus children attending start-up community schools, which forced those schools to cut “programs,
food service, and supply purchases, including computers and workbooks” to pay for student transportation. 2
Even today, when charter schools have laid a solid foundation along the public school landscape, the schools remain
a focus of public discussion and debate. In 2012 in Cleveland, the city and the school district worked together to enact
a much-debated program that would create new teaching initiatives in the district, including collaboration with and
support for existing and new charter *603 schools in the City. 3 More recently in Columbus, the school board and
the mayor proposed a ballot levy that would increase funding for the Columbus Public Schools, empower the mayor
to authorize charter schools in the city, and allow limited funding from the Columbus Public Schools to flow to select
charter schools in the community. 4 The ballot issue, which divided public school proponents as well as charter school
proponents and opponents, failed at the polls. 5
All of this is to say that public education, and charter schools in particular, remains a preeminent public policy concern in
Ohio, and that this policy debate will undoubtedly continue. Less obvious, but nonetheless significant, is the role that the
courts, rather than policymaking bodies, have played in the Ohio charter school movement. Charter school opponents,
having lost the public policy debate in the political branches of government, took many of those same debates to the
courts, thinly veiled as legal arguments, as a way to impede, if not bring down altogether, Ohio's charter school initiative.
Those efforts failed. As a legal matter, charter school opponents lost the cases. Indeed, they failed at every turn in
attempting to have the courts undo prior public policy determinations by the legislature. And in doing so, they gave
the charter school program added momentum, both by allowing the charter school David to defeat the education
establishment Goliath, and by confirming the constitutional nature of Ohio's public school choice program. Inasmuch
as the charter school opponents attempted to utilize the courts as a way to defeat charter schools, the result was the
reverse: charters not only secured their legal legitimacy, but they also gained confidence that state law meant what it
said, namely, that charter schools are “part of the state's program of education,” not only in the pages of the Revised
Code, but also in communities around Ohio. 6
The legal obstacles employed by charter school opponents came in three varieties. First, the opponents attempted to
simply ignore the law and the fledgling status of the new charter school program, in turn requiring court intervention to
require opponents not to impede the law. From there, the opponents upped the ante, bringing a wholesale constitutional
challenge with the hopes of scoring a knockout blow in the courts. Failing on those fronts, the opponents sought to
enlist political allies to do their bidding through the courts. More recently, with nothing to show for their aggressive legal
tactics, the opponents returned to their initial strategy of ignoring the law, albeit more creatively than they did at the
charter school program's outset, which again required court intervention.
*604 I. With Charter Schools in Their Infancy, Charter Opponents Impeded the Schools' Development by Ignoring
State-Mandated Obligations.
With some exceptions, the public education establishment did not welcome with open arms Ohio's new charter school
law. Nowhere was that unwelcoming attitude more prevalent than in Akron, where the Akron City School District
refused to comply with its state-law obligation to transport students attending charter schools in Akron. That action
resulted in the Ohio courts' first foray into the charter school realm.
Ohio's first charter schools opened in 1998, following the law's enactment in 1997. 7 The following year, two charter
schools were set to open in Akron. One of them, The Edge Academy of Akron, was developed by Susan and David Dudas,
who believed that “public education policies were failing and wanted to make a difference” in their communities. 8
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Likewise, the Ida B. Wells Community School, founded by Dr. Edward Crosby and Jean Calhoun, sought to provide a
quality public education with a curricular emphasis on Africa, African America and the world. 9 Both schools aimed
to enroll elementary school children.
During the schools' developmental phase, “the state department of education assured” the schools' developers that
“Akron was required to provide transportation services for their students.” 20 That assurance was consistent with state
law which, at that time, required:
[A] local board of education [was] to provide transportation to its native students who were enrolled
in a community school unless the local school board determined, and the state board confirmed, such
transportation was unnecessary or unreasonable. If, in the judgment of the local school board, the
transportation was unnecessary or unreasonable and the state board confirmed that determination, a local
board of education might, in lieu of providing the transportation, pay a parent, guardian, or other person
in charge of the child a statutorily determined amount. 2
Section 3314.09 required the district to first determine that it was “impractical to transport a pupil to and from a
community school” before it could take steps to deny school bus transportation to that student. 22

*605 The State's commitment to public charter school transportation was understandably important to the fledgling
charter schools, whose students needed a way to reach the schools each morning and to arrive home safely each afternoon.
Just two months before the schools were to open, however, Akron adopted a resolution that instead authorized
transportation reimbursement (i.e., a small amount of money to pay for city bus transportation) to parents of children
enrolled in community schools. 23 Then, on August 9, 1999, just two weeks before the schools' opening day, “Akron
adopted a resolution that declared transportation of community school students impractical and authorized ‘payment
in lieu of transportation’ contracts with parents of community school students.” 24
Legally, the schools believed their rights had been trampled by the Akron City Schools. But practically speaking, there
was little time for the start-up schools to seek relief from the state or the courts. Accordingly, at Edge Academy, in
anticipation of their “scheduled opening on August 23, 1999,” the developers, needing an instant resolution to their
transportation dilemma, a school-threatening situation, “contracted with Laidlaw Transit, at an unbudgeted cost of
$50,000 for the school year, to provide transportation for its students. Later a monitor was added and the transportation
cost was adjusted to approximately $55,000 for the year.” 25
Similarly, after learning that Akron would not provide transportation to community school students, Dr. Edward Crosby
and Jean Calhoun, co-developers of Wells, urgently needed to arrange transportation. Accordingly, “Wells contracted
with Laidlaw Transit to provide transportation for its students, and Dr. Crosby, one of Wells' co-developers, secured the
agreement with a mortgage on his home.” 26 The school's cost for transportation services was approximately $64,000.
But there were other costs too. Due to Akron's refusal to transport, “some students did not enroll in Wells,” and, in
addition, “programs, food service, and supply purchases, including computers and workbooks, were reduced or cut from
Wells' budget due to the unbudgeted transportation expense.” 27
Ultimately, once the initial transportation crisis was addressed, parents of students attending Edge and Wells requested
an administrative hearing before the State Board of Education, in accordance with Revised Code Chapter 119. At the
ensuing hearing, Akron argued that the costs of transporting students to charter schools was difficult and expensive (even
if required by state law) and thus “unreasonable” and “impractical,” as those terms was used in *606 Ohio Revised Code
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3314.09. Akron likewise argued that creating new bus routes over the summer to incorporate charter school students
made providing transportation even more unreasonable.
Rejecting these arguments, a state hearing officer assigned to the matter “issued a report and recommendation that
(1) found Akron had not demonstrated it was impractical or unreasonable to provide transportation to students that
attended Edge and Wells, and (2) ordered Akron to repay Edge and Wells for direct expenses the two schools incurred
in providing transportation for their students during the 1999-2000 school year.” 28 The State Board later adopted the
hearing officer's report and recommendation, and the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas affirmed the State
Board's order. 29
Rejecting both procedural and substantive arguments from Akron, the Tenth District Court of Appeals affirmed the
trial court (and, thus, the State Board's order). 30 In affirming the decision finding Akron's actions in violation of Ohio
Revised Code § 3314.09, the appellate court “agree[d] that former R.C. 3314.09 required a student-by-student assessment
rather than a class-wide assessment, and Akron does not challenge that issue on appeal.” 3 From there, the court
highlighted Akron's complete disregard of its statutory obligation to consider the transportation needs of each student:
[I]n contravention of former R.C. 3314.09, and notwithstanding correspondence from the state department
of education that informed Akron it had the responsibility to provide transportation while it awaited the
state board's determination concerning impracticality, Akron did not provide transportation to students
from Edge and Wells community schools. Moreover, . . . “[i]n neither resolution did Akron Public Schools
address the specific transportation needs of any community school student. Instead, Akron's board of
education made a class-wide determination that it was impractical to transport all students to and from
community schools, including those attending the Edge Academy and Ida B. Wells.” 32

The court of appeals not only affirmed the schools' transportation right, but also the aspect of the State Board's order
requiring “Akron to repay Edge and Wells community schools for direct transportation expenses for the 1999-2000
school year.” 33 “[B]ecause former R.C. 3314.09 was never called into play due to Akron's disregard of it, the general
powers of the state board [[were] available to address Akron's blanket refusal to transport the community school students
despite the practicality of doing so.” 34 And “[w]ithout question, the policy of the *607 state requires local school
districts to provide transportation to community school students within their districts, as evidenced by former R.C.
3314.09.” 35 “Because Akron disregarded its obligation under the statute, . . . the state board, under the authority granted
it by former R.C. 3301.07, could address and resolve the issues that contradicted the state's transportation policy. The
state board's solution is reasonable, given its findings regarding Akron's conduct.” 36
The appellate court's unanimous decision had the immediate impact of restoring transportation rights to Akron-area
community schools. But perhaps of more significance, it showed school districts and other public school authorities that
charter schools could not be ignored, and that doing so came with consequences. The legal proceedings resonated beyond
merely transportation concerns, providing charter schools with the assurance that they had legal recourse against the
well-funded, powerful interests that opposed the schools' creations.
II. Unable to Undo the Charter School Program Through Obstinacy, Charter Opponents Raised the Stakes Through a
Wholesale State Constitutional Challenge.
Having failed to persuade the legislature to thwart the charter school program, and realizing that they could not simply
ignore the law, charter school opponents crafted a different strategy. Rather than policymakers, charter school opponents
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would seek to convince judges, under the guise of state constitutional theories, that charter schools had no place in
the Ohio education landscape. The result was State ex rel. Ohio Congress of Parents and Teachers v. State Board of
Education, a case that made its way from the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas to the Supreme Court of Ohio
and resulted in the State's high court deciding whether Ohio could continue with its public charter school program. 37
In a case originally filed by lead plaintiff the Ohio Federation of Teachers on May 14, 2001 and later amended, 38
a coalition of charter school opponents, under the litigation-created “Ohio Congress of Parents and Teachers”
moniker, filed suit in the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas, naming the State Board of Education, White Hat
Management, and other charter school-affiliated entities as defendants. 39 In addition to claims that certain charter
schools were operating in violation of provisions in Ohio Revised Code Chapter 3314, the plaintiffs also asserted
that Ohio's charter school program violated multiple provisions in the *608 Ohio Constitution. 40 Plaintiffs sought a
declaratory judgment that Revised Code Chapter 3314 be deemed unconstitutional, requiring an end to the State's public
school choice program. 4 In response to the Complaint, nearly 100 charter schools intervened in the action to assist in
the defense of the lawsuit. 42
The trial court bifurcated the case, allowing the constitutional theories to advance ahead of the statutory claims. 43 The
trial court in turn granted a motion for judgment on the pleadings to defendants on the constitutional claims, and allowed
an immediate appeal. 44 The court of appeals affirmed in part and reversed in part, remanding certain claims back to
the trial court. 45 At the request of all sides in the litigation, the Ohio Supreme Court accepted the case for review. 46
Plaintiffs pursued four constitutional theories in the Ohio Supreme Court. First, plaintiffs argued that the charter school
program violated the “thorough and efficient system of common schools” clause of Section 2, Article VI of the Ohio
Constitution. 47 According to plaintiffs, charter schools run by unelected boards were not subject to uniform statewide
standards and thus did not qualify as “common schools.” 48 Rejecting that contention, the Court, citing the legislature's
“authority and latitude to set the standards and requirements for common schools, including different standards for
[[charter] schools,” held that the legislature constitutionally classified charter schools as common schools. 49 Indeed, far
from violating constitutional commands, the General Assembly instead “augmented the state's public school system with
public community schools”--“statewide schools that have more flexibility in their operation.” 50
Plaintiffs also argued that by diverting funds from traditional public schools, the charter school program
unconstitutionally deprived traditional public schools of their ability to provide a “thorough and efficient” education. 5
But this argument too fell short. The Court noted that Ohio's charter schools are part of the state's system of public
schools. 52 And the legislature “has the exclusive authority to spend tax revenues to further a statewide system of schools
compatible with the Constitution,” including funding public charter schools, *609 among other efforts. 53 State funds
merely “follow the student” to charter schools. 54
Second, plaintiffs asserted that Ohio's charter schools violated Section 3, Article VI, which governs school districts. 55
Although the Ohio Constitution requires the General Assembly to provide for the organization and administration of the
public school system, it also requires that “each school district . . . shall have the power by referendum vote to determine
for itself the number of members and the organization of the district board of education . . ..” 56 Plaintiffs argued that the
charter school law's authorization of unelected boards to govern the schools ran afoul of this provision. 57 The Court,
however, rejected the argument that school district residents must be able to vote on the members and organization of
any school board operating in their community, explaining that “the Ohio Constitution does not prevent the General
Assembly from creating additional schools that are located within city school districts but are not part of the district.” 58
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Third, plaintiffs argued that charter schools ran afoul of Section 5, Article XII, which limits the proceeds of tax levies to
their stated purposes. 59 They asserted that the Ohio charter school law unconstitutionally gave tax dollars that voters
approved for the local school district to charter schools. 60 The Ohio Supreme Court rejected the argument based on
the funding scheme for charter schools. By statute, charter school funding comes exclusively from state funds, not funds
derived from local levies. 6 Because no levy funds originally raised for local schools would be transferred to charter
schools, no constitutional violation could occur. 62
Fourth, plaintiffs contended that charter schools violated Sections 4 and 5, Article VIII, which prohibit the lending
of the state's credit to private organizations and the State's assumption of the debt of any private corporation. 63 The
General Assembly established loan guarantee programs for charter schools and allowed charter schools to borrow money
themselves. 64 The Court determined that, as public schools created to further the public purpose of education, charter
schools do not violate the state credit provision. 65 Similarly, because charter schools are part of the state's system of
common schools funded *610 by the state, “they are not private business corporations the debt of which the state is
prohibited from assuming under Section 5.” 66
All told, the state supreme court rejected each argument advanced by charter school opponents and upheld the program
as constitutional. The Court noted that the General Assembly is “entrusted with making complicated decisions about
our state's educational policy,” that “policy decisions are within the purview of its legislative responsibilities, and that
legislation is entitled to deference.” 67 The charter school program falls well within that legislative prerogative. 68
III. Failing Themselves, Charter School Opponents Enlisted Their Political Allies to Attempt to Obstruct the Charter
School Program.
Unable to torpedo the charter program on constitutional grounds, charter opponents nonetheless remained undeterred in
their opposition. While the Ohio Congress case had failed on constitutional grounds, certain statutory claims remained.
The charter opponents could have litigated those claims, but success was uncertain at best, and litigation expenses were
undoubtedly mounting. It thus appeared the remaining claims would go away, one way or another. An intervening
political event gave the opponents new life. In the Ohio statewide elections in the fall of 2006, Democrats swept the
non-judicial statewide offices. This included the Attorney General's office, where Democrat Marc Dann upset the heavy
favorite for the job, Betty Montgomery, who had *611 served two previous terms as Ohio Attorney General. 69 Dann,
like many of the other Democrats elected in 2006, was not known as a charter school supporter and had received election
support from Ohio's organized unions.
As revealed by public records requests to the Dann administration, following his election General Dann began
negotiating a resolution of the remaining claims in the Ohio Congress case. 70 Rather than oppose the lawsuit, as
prior Attorneys General had done, General Dann agreed to resolve the case. As part of that agreement, Dann agreed
that he, himself would pursue the charter schools that the unions and other charter school opponents believed to
be underperforming. “Communications between Dann's office and the union, obtained by The [Columbus] Dispatch
through a public-records request, detail four months of amicable negotiations to settle the union's lawsuit, filed in
March.” 7 During those negotiations, union lawyers asked that General Dann use his regulatory power over charitable
trusts as a way to shutter public charter schools. Specifically, “[e]-mails show that the legal strategy of using the schools'
status as charitable trusts to show they were failing their promised mission of teaching children was suggested by Sue A.
Salamido, an attorney for the Ohio Education Association.” 72 “In the end, Dann's office agreed to ‘aggressively use its
charitable trust enforcement . . . and other powers to seek closure of underperforming and poorly managed community
schools.”’ 73
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That agreement resulted in the filing of multiple lawsuits in Montgomery County, Ohio, seeking the closure of charter
schools there based upon a novel use of the Attorney General's power to regulate charitable trusts. The eventual lead
case, State ex rel. Dann v. New Choices Community School, 74 involved General Dann seeking to close defendant New
Choices Community School, a Dayton-area community school sponsored by St. Aloysius Orphanage. 75
In the trial court, General Dann asserted a theory novel not only in Ohio, but seemingly elsewhere as well, namely, that
charter schools are “charitable trusts” over which he has regulatory authority, including the ability to close charters
that have purportedly “deviated” from their “intended charitable *612 purpose” through management or performance.
Citing what he described as “poor stewardship of the extensive public resources entrusted to it,” General Dann argued
the school should be closed. 76 To do so, the “Attorney General alleged that New Choices is a charitable trust within the
meaning of R.C. 109.23, and that he has enforcement authority over New Choices under R.C. 109.24.” 77 Specifically,
the complaint alleged:
All parties to the [New Choices] transaction have manifested their intent to create a fiduciary relationship
to the public moneys provided to [New Choices]. The arrangement between the State, [New Choices], St.
Aloysius, and the public is structured as a trust: The State (settlor) provides funds to [New Choices] and St.
Aloysius (the trustees) for the benefit of [New Choices'] students and the general public (the beneficiary).
Further, R.C. 3314.03(A)(11)(d) and the contract between [New Choices] and St. Aloysius provide that R.C.
Chapter 117, statutes conclusively construed as dealing with trust property, are applicable to [New Choices].
In addition, the act of declaring itself to be a charitable organization under the Internal Revenue Code and
R.C. Chapter 1702 manifests [New Choices'] acknowledgement [sic] of the fiduciary duties inherent in those
statuses. Moreover, [New Choices] has represented that the funds it receives will be used for educational
purposes.

[New Choices] has a charitable purpose: education. 78
On this basis, the Attorney General sought various forms of relief, any of which would have required closure of the
school.

Both the trial court and appeals court rejected the Attorney General's claims. The trial court held that charter schools
constitute “political subdivisions” under Ohio law and that political subdivisions can never be considered charitable
trusts as a matter of law. 79 For that reason and others, the trial court granted defendants' Rule 12(C) motion for
judgment on the pleadings. 80
On appeal, the court of appeals framed the issue differently. In the appellate court's mind, “the question before us is not
whether a community school, as a political subdivision, may be the trustee of a charitable trust,” as the case law suggested
that, in some instances, such a subdivision might be deemed a trust. 8 “Rather, the heart of the Attorney General's first
assignment of error is whether or not New Choices, as a matter of law, is operated as a charitable trust, which may be
monitored and potentially dissolved under the Attorney General's authority to oversee charitable trusts.” 82 The appeals
court held “that it is not.” 83
*613 The court began with a discussion of the charter school program and the legislature's critical role in its creation.
“‘The General Assembly is the branch of state government charged by the Ohio Constitution with making educational
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policy choices for education of our state's children.’ Pursuant to its constitutional authority, in 1997, the General
Assembly made the decision to create community schools as part of the State's system of public education.” 84
The court likewise emphasized the key role sponsors play in regulating charter school performance.
If problems arise in the school's overall performance, the sponsor must take steps to intervene in the school's
operation in order to correct such problems. A sponsor may place a community school on probationary
status, suspend operation of a school, choose not to renew a contract, or choose to terminate a contract prior
to its expiration if the school fails to meet student performance standards, fails to meet fiscal management
standards, violates any provision of the contract or applicable laws, or for other good cause. 85

The court then explained why, given this statutory backdrop, New Choices lacked the intent to create a charitable
trust. “[U]pon entering into a contract with a sponsor pursuant to R.C. Chapter 3314, New Choices expressed its intent
to become a political subdivision and a legislatively-created public school falling within the state's system of public
education and the oversight of the Department of Education.” 86 New Choices, moreover, receives “public funding to
perform the governmental function of operating a public school.” 87 The court, in turn, stated:
We find no authority to support the proposition that a political subdivision that receives public funds
from the State and uses those funds for a governmental purpose--which includes the provision of public
education--is subject to oversight by the Attorney General as a charitable trust solely by virtue of that
funding . . .. 88
Thus, “[a]s a matter of law, New Choices, a public community school, is not a charitable trust.” 89

Equally true, “the Community Schools Act, which was enacted pursuant to the General Assembly's constitutional
authority to establish a public school system, demonstrates an intention by the General Assembly that oversight of *614
community schools be conducted as set forth in R.C. Chapter 3314 and not by the Attorney General” as a charitable
trust. 90 Specifically, “a review of R.C. Chapter 3314 reflects that the General Assembly created a comprehensive system
of oversight for community schools that, in many respects, resembles the system of oversight for traditional public schools
and, as with traditional public schools, places the ultimate burden of oversight on the Department of Education.” 9 And
critically, “[n]othing in this system of oversight suggests that the General Assembly intended for community schools,
as part of the public school system, to be subject to the oversight of the Attorney General as charitable trusts.” 92
Accordingly, “even if New Choices and other community schools were charitable trusts, the oversight provided in R.C.
Chapter 3314 governs community schools and displaces the Attorney General's role in overseeing charitable trusts.” 93
With that, the appellate court agreed that judgment on the pleadings should be awarded to defendants. The case was
dismissed, and New Choices and the other impacted schools were allowed to continue with their educational missions.
Charter schools had once again prevailed over significant opponents in the court of law, with the courts having upheld
the schools' validity and denied novel theories for interfering with their growth. As for General Dann, he was ensnared in
a different legal battle. Following his resignation and his pleading “guilty and pa[ying] a $1,000 fine in 2009 for filing false
financial statements and unlawfully compensating some of his own employees,” 94 Dann faced proceedings to revoke
his law license. As in the New Choices litigation, here, too, Dann was unsuccessful in the courts. 95
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IV. Failing in Each of These Tactics, Charter School Opponents Returned to Square One, Again Ignoring Ohio Charter
Law, Albeit More Creatively.
Recently, charter school opponents have utilized more creative tactics in attempting to avoid laws promoting charter
schools and, in the process, inhibit the schools' growth. Most notable in this regard is the Cincinnati City School District,
whose attempts to obstruct charter school growth are documented in Cincinnati City School District Board of Education
v. Conners. 96 Conners juxtaposed laws enacted by the General Assembly to help charter schools obtain *615 facilities
against the Cincinnati City School District Board of Education's (“CPS”) selling of unused school buildings with a deed
restriction prohibiting the property from being used for school purposes. 97 Once again, the Ohio courts were called
upon again to address the actions of charter school opponents.
In 2009, CPS auctioned off nine vacant school buildings to the public. 98 The purchase agreements for the buildings
specified that the buyer would “use the Property for ‘commercial development.”’ 99 More specifically, the buyer agreed
“not to use the Property for school purposes, and that the deed to the Property will be restricted to prohibit future use
of the Property for school purposes.” 00 The deed restriction did, however, include a carve-out that allowed CPS (but
no one else), in the event CPS repurchased the property, to use it for school purposes. 0
Dr. Roger and Deborah Conners purchased at auction a building for $30,000. 02 Several months after the auction, the
Conners notified CPS that the deed restriction was void as against public policy and that they intended to open a charter
school. 03 CPS in turn filed suit to enjoin the Conners from opening a school. 04 The trial court granted judgment
on the pleadings to the Conners, finding the deed restriction to be void as against public policy. 05 The First District
Court of Appeals affirmed, concluding that charter schools “‘having access to classroom space [is] clear Ohio public
policy.”’ 06 The Ohio Supreme Court agreed to hear CPS's appeal. 07
In reviewing the dispute, the Supreme Court first noted that school boards, including CPS, have statutory authority
to enter into contracts and dispose of real property. 08 “The freedom to contract is a deep-seated right that is given
deference by the courts.” 09 That right, however, is restrained “by sound and substantial public policies.” 0 The court
noted that Ohio courts have struggled to define public policy in the course of applying the exception to the right to
contract.
Recognizing that “the ‘legislative branch . . . is the ultimate arbiter of public policy,”’ the court stated
the test as “whether the deed restriction *616 accomplishes a result that the state has sought to prevent or whether it
accomplishes something that the state seeks to facilitate.” 2
To address whether Ohio had espoused a public policy of providing public classroom space to charter schools, the
Court looked to Ohio Revised Code Section 3313.41(G). 3 That statute provides that a school district cannot sell
a school building “suitable for use as classroom space” without “first offer[ing] that property for sale to” charter
schools. 4 In further support of the public policy, the Court also pointed to the statutorily-created “Community School
Classroom Facilities Loan Guarantee Program” designed to help charter schools acquire school buildings, as well as
the General Assembly's stated purpose in adopting the Community Schools Act, which was to “‘provid[e] parents a
choice of academic environments for their children and”’ enhance “‘experimental educational programs in a deregulated
setting.”’ 5 What is more, while traditional school districts get money from the state to build or acquire school
buildings, and thus have old buildings to sell, charter schools, until the 2013-14 state budget, have not received any money
for facilities. One reason for Section 3313.41(G) was to provide charter schools with at least some access to facilities,
albeit at fair market value. Yet even that modest effort was undercut by the actions of CPS.
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Based on these public policy articulations, the Court determined that the deed restriction “prevents the free use of the
property for educational purposes” and “thus directly frustrates the state's intention to make classroom space available
to community schools.” 6 Accordingly, the Court held that the deed restriction were unenforceable as against public
policy. 7
CPS had purported to avoid the requirement of making the classroom space available to charters by deeming the
buildings not suitable for classroom use. 8 But, as the Court noted, not only was that determination a self-interested
one and one that was undercut by CPS allowing itself to use the building as a school, should it reacquire the building,
but also the General Assembly had subsequently removed the “‘suitable for use as classroom space”’ requirement from
the statute. 9
The Conners decision has a multifold impact. For one thing, it represents another victory for charter schools over their
opponents in the courts, confirming that the schools are here to stay, despite objections and undermining tactics from
their opponents. For another, the decision further cements the fact that charter *617 schools are a critical aspect of
Ohio's education policy. Although the Supreme Court emphasized that it “continue[s] to uphold the importance of the
freedom to contract and recognize[s] the narrowness of the doctrine on public policy,” 20 it still found the exception to
apply, as “the General Assembly has expressed a strong interest in community schools.” 2 Further, the Court criticized
CPS for attempting to impede the growth of charter schools, noting that the deed “restriction is not neutral; it seeks to
thwart competition by providing that the restriction applies to all buyers except CPS itself.” 22 These comments could
well cast a shadow over any future cases involving efforts by traditional school districts, unions, or others to inhibit
charter schools in Ohio.
Conclusion
Collectively, these cases reveal the lengths to which charter school opponents have gone to attempt to undermine
Ohio's charter school program. Those efforts backfired. The charter opponents failed in every court case. Perhaps more
importantly, those decisions helped establish that charter schools are not second-class citizens in Ohio's public school
community. Indeed, the court victories undoubtedly gave the growing charter school movement the certainty that their
educational mission would not be undone by their powerful opponents in the traditional public school establishment.
Charter schools did not seek out these fights, but they are better off as a result.
To be sure, charter schools, along with every other aspect of Ohio's public school system, will be debated and addressed
in the Ohio General Assembly as well as at the grassroots. That debate is natural and healthy. What seems less healthy
is deliberate obstruction of the charter school program by its opponents, and ensuing litigation. Going forward, public
policy debates over education should remain on the floor of the General Assembly rather than the courtrooms of the
judiciary.
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